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Rick Sheppard of RE/MAX Achievers Presents… 
 

Service For Life! 
“Insider Tips For Healthy, Wealthy & Happy Living…” 

 

 

 
 
 

   Mother’s Day, Sunday   

               May 13th 

  Be sure to take care of                 

Mom on this special day! 
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Financial Tips For Grads 
 

As the price tag on a college degree continues to skyrocket, it’s 

become increasingly important that recent college grads are financially 

savvy. Instead of gifting an inspirational book to the young adults in your 

life this graduation season, pass these tips on instead.  
 

• Don’t ignore debt. Get a plan in place as soon as possible to pay off 

credit cards and loans. Pay AT LEAST the minimum due every 

month, and make extra payments when possible. Put extra money 

toward those debts that carry the highest interest rates first. 

• Start saving. Even as you pay off debt, it’s important to save money 

from every paycheck. Tuck some away for retirement, and establish a 

savings account covering at least three months’ worth of living 

expenses. A steady, more generous paycheck is a nice addition to a 

new, professional lifestyle, but it is still essential to be financially 

prepared for any changes in the future. 

• Take advantage of employer matching retirement plans. Many 

corporate employers will match a certain percentage of retirement 

contributions deducted automatically from your paycheck. If at all 

possible, invest the maximum amount that your employer will match. 

• Reassess accounts and credit cards. Do a bit of research and make 

sure the checking account you have makes the most sense for your 

financial situation. Is there a bank or account with more flexibility 

and better benefits? The same is true for credit cards: Make sure 

you’re getting the lowest interest rate possible and any earned rewards 

match your lifestyle and interests. 

• Find a side gig. Whether you walk dogs on the weekend or put 

creative skills to use with a freelance contract, a little extra money can 

go a long way to cushion the bank account fresh out of college. 
 

You can suggest to new graduates that they sign up for a free budgeting 

app like Mint or You Need A Budget. They’ll thank you! 

 

GO GREEN: 
Recycle this Newsletter! 

 
After you’ve enjoyed this month’s newsletter please recycle it by 

passing it along to a family member, neighbor or coworker! 
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Word of the Month… 
Studies have shown your income and 

wealth are directly related to the size 

and depth of your vocabulary. Here is 

this month’s word, so you can impress 

your friends (and maybe even fatten 

your wallet!)… 
 

Cyberslacking (sigh-ber-slak-ing) verb 
 

Meaning: Using an employer’s internet 

and/or email for personal (generally 

time-wasting) purposes 
 

Sample Sentence: The increase in 

cyberslacking and resulting loss of 

productivity forces some companies to 

block certain websites during working 

hours. 

 

Mind Over Mold  
Cracks are notorious for allowing water 

to seep into the home. Check the walls 

(especially in the basement) and ceilings 

and the exterior siding for signs of water 

intrusion. 

Check the attic for signs of moisture. 

Inspect anything stored in boxes, such as 

clothing.  

Stored furniture may be harboring mold 

as well. 

 

Smart Amazon Shopping 
Scammers have left some Amazon.com 

shoppers high and dry. Though many 

third-party vendors are legitimate, know 

how to spot those that might not be. 

• See a major discount? If it seems 

too good to be true, trust your gut 

and walk away. 
• Sellers should not ask you to email 

them directly or tell you to pay in 

gift cards. 
• Fake reviews use lots of verbs, 

adverbs, and first-person singular 

language. Use a tool like 

Fakespot.com to analyze fishy 

reviews. 

 

Quotes To Live By… 
“God could not be everywhere and 

therefore he made mothers.” 

    -Rudyard Kipling 

 

“Be there for others, but never leave 

yourself behind.” 

–Dodinsky 

 

“A man who correctly guesses a 

woman’s age may be smart, but he’s not 

very bright.” 

–Lucille Ball 

 

 

 

Avoid Credit Card Fees – Just Ask! 
Whether it’s an annual charge or a penalty for paying late, fees seem to be an 

unavoidable reality for many credit card holders. Luckily, a new survey pinpoints 

an easy way to avoid paying. 

 

A CreditCards.com study found that 84% of people were successful when they 

reached out to their credit card issuer and asked for a late fee to be waived. Going a 

step further, 70% of respondents say that they were able to get an annual fee 

waived or lowered, just by asking. 

 

Speaking from experience, it really works. 

 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has put the maximum penalty 

for missing your first credit card payment at $27. If you make a late payment more 

than once in a six-month period, the maximum fee jumps to $38. 

 

The truth is, card issuers are prepared for you to call and make requests.  

The CreditCards.com survey, which polled 1,589 U.S. adults who own a credit 

card, also found that customers have had luck negotiating other card features as 

well. About 85% of respondents received a higher credit card limit or lower 

interest rate just by asking.  
 

 

 

Camping Tips: Safety First 

  
Summer’s approaching and that means camping season! There’s nothing 

like a camping trip to truly get away from it all. Make your next camping 

adventure more calm than calamitous with these important safety tips: 

 

•        Know the weather forecast, current fire danger level, and how to    

          handle local insects and wildlife you might encounter. 

•         Ask for tips, information, and any current warnings from park staff. 

•         Prepare for the elements with sunscreen and a wide-brimmed hat in   

          hot weather and warm layers in cold weather. 

•         Bring a first-aid kit and insect repellent and be prepared for  

          emergencies. 

•         Pack plenty of water (or a way to purify water) and stay hydrated. 

•         Allow at least two hours of daylight to scout a safe spot and set up  

          camp. 

•         Practice fire safety. Never cook in an enclosed space (carbon  

          monoxide is odorless) or leave a fire unattended. 

•         Learn how to store food overnight to keep wildlife at bay. 

•         Know how to properly strike your camp, leaving no trash behind. 

•         Notify someone of where you’ll be and when you plan to return,  

          especially if you’re camping solo or will be out of cell phone range. 
 

Here’s A Free, Valuable Resource… 
 

Now You Can Search The Home Market, Get Helpful Community 
Information, AND Receive Important Resources For Saving Time 

And Money When Buying Or Selling a Home at ricksheppard.com.  

https://www.creditcards.com/credit-card-news/credit-card-fee-waiver.php
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Brain Teaser… 
What travels faster: hot or cold? 

 (See page 4 for the answer.) 

 
Real Estate Question? 
Maybe you want to know how much 

your home is worth. Or maybe you just 

need a recommendation for a 

handyman, carpet cleaner or plumber… 
 

Either way, I love hearing from all of 

you. And I’m happy to help answer 

questions you might have about 

anything relating to real estate or home-

ownership.  
 

If you have a question, tip or idea, call 

me at (610)864-9872. I’m here to help! 

 
First Olympic Events 
At the first recorded Olympic Games in 

776 B.C., the only event was a 192-

meter footrace called the stade. The next 

two events – a foot race comparable to 

the 400-meter race and a longer running 

event – were added about 50 years later. 

The pentathlon (a combination of a foot 

race, long jump, discus, javelin throws, 

and a wrestling match) was added in 

708 B.C. This was followed by boxing 

(688 B.C.), chariot racing (680 B.C.), 

and pankration (a boxing/wrestling 

hybrid, 648 B.C.). 

 

Puppy Or Pup? 
“Puppy” refers to baby canines like 

wolves, coyotes, and hyenas. “Pups” are 

baby anteaters, armadillos, moles, 

porcupines, dolphins, sharks, seals, sea 

lions, and rats. 

 
Great Apps to make life easier! 
https://photomath.net – Scan a math 

problem for instant results. 

 

https://www.fancyhands.com Fast and 

affordable virtual assistant service in the 

US.  Great for personal or business. 

 

https://www.tunity.com – Through 

headphones or devices you can now 

listen to any muted TV.  In a bar, gym, 

airport, waiting area – wherever you 

are. 

 

https://www.lastpass.com – Install the 

extension in your browser for saving 

passwords – free. 

House Plants For Every Room 
  

 House plants can do far more than simply spruce up the way a home 

looks. Certain plants wield certain benefits – and many thrive better in 

some rooms than in others. Put your green thumb to work and get these 

plants growing where they serve you best! 

 

In the living room: 

▪ The peace lily removes mold spores in the air and is relatively low 

maintenance. Though it can adapt to low light, placing it in a well-

lit area will keep it flowering almost nonstop. 

▪ Colorful or striking-looking plants like cacti or bird of paradise 

can add a fun touch to this lively space. 

 

In the bedroom: 

▪ Weeping figs remove airborne toxins and increase oxygen levels, 

allowing for better sleeping conditions. 

▪ French lavender promotes calm and serenity.  

▪ If you have ample sunlight, add aloe, which purifies the air. 

 

In the bathroom: 

▪ Chinese evergreen is durable and the soil should be kept moist – 

perfect for a humid room!  

▪ Ferns thrive in environments with low light and high humidity. 

 

In the kitchen and dining room: 

▪ Golden pothos are good hanging plants, so they don’t take up 

precious counter space.  

▪ Bamboo is simple to care for and makes for an interesting table 

centerpiece. 

▪ From rosemary to mint, any sort of herb is welcome in the kitchen. 

Service For Life! 
  

This month, instead of thanking a few individual clients for their trust and 

business, I’ve decided to send out a general thank you to all of my clients 

who have done business with me over my 30 year real estate career. I truly 

appreciate you and wish you and your family all the best!     

 

One more thing: this publication is titled Service For Life! for a reason – 

I’d like you to think of me as your realtor for life.  Put another way, our 

relationship does not end when we walk away from the settlement table. In 

the past several months, a past client reached out and asked me for a tax 

accountant recommendation.  Another called to say hi and asked if I knew 

a local real estate attorney. A third, who moved out of state, contacted me 

to ask some questions about buying a short sale property in her new area. 

 

I’m here, gang, and I’m not going anywhere for the foreseeable future. So 

please, if I can help you in any way, give me a call or send an email. I’m 

happy to provide service… for life!     
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Thanks For Thinking of Me! 
Did you know I can help you or any of 

your friends or family save time and 

money when buying or selling a home? 

Thanks for keeping me in mind with 

your referrals…and spreading the word 

about my services. 

 
Brain Teaser Answer: 

Hot. You can catch a cold. 

 

Don’t Lose Your Car! 
Keep track of where you parked your 

car with these tips: 

✓ Take a video as you walk away 

from the car. This will help you 

retrace your steps back. 

✓ Add something to your car to make 

it more noticeable, such as a 

colorful antenna topper. 

✓ Always park in the same type of 

area, such as always on the top 

deck of a parking garage or by an 

intersection of two streets. 

✓ If you carry a smartphone, pin the 

location of the car in a map before 

you leave it. 

 

Write Where You Left It 
No matter how much you push the 

envelope, it will always be stationery. 

 
THANK YOU for reading 
this month’s newsletter. I wanted to 

produce a newsletter that has great 

content and is fun and valuable to you. 

Your constructive feedback is always 

welcome. 

 

AND…whether you’re thinking of 

buying, selling or financing real estate, 

or just want to stop and say “Hi,” 

 I’d love to hear from you… 

 
 

Rick Sheppard 

Associate Broker 

RE/MAX Achievers, Inc. 

(610)864-9872 

Rick@ricksheppard.com 

www.ricksheppard.com 
 

Disclaimer: The information contained in this letter is intended for 

informational purposes. It should not substitute as legal, 

accounting, investment, medical or other professional services 

advice. Always seek a competent professional for answers to your 

specific questions. This letter is not intended to solicit real estate 

properties currently for sale.  

Source: Avoid Credit Card fees – Brittany Jones Cooper Yahoo 

Finance 

Real Estate Corner… 
Q. Aside from increasing the amount of money we’re offering, what else can we do 

to win in a multiple-offer situation? 

 

A. Write a personal letter  - Ensure that the letter will connect emotionally with 

the seller. Explain, specifically, why you love the home and how living in it will 

affect your family. 

 

• Don’t nickel and dime the owner over the small stuff - The cleaner 
your offer, the more likely it will stand out among others. And, after 
price, the seller will look at other aspects of the contract that will cost 
him or her money when deciding on which offer to accept. 

• Increase your earnest money deposit - What sellers want most, aside 
from the most money possible, is to know that when they take the home 
off the market after getting an offer, the sale will go through. 

• Agree to be flexible with your closing date - Many sellers need more time 

to move out, so offering to close on their preferred date, or even to rent back 

the home to them after closing, may be a way to win in a multiple offer 

situation. If the home is vacant, offer to close quicker, if possible.  
• If all else fails - If this is the home of your dreams, consider making a 

backup offer which will put you next in line if the chosen buyer backs out of 

the purchase. 

In today’s competitive market it’s more important than ever to work with an 

experienced full time real estate agent.   

 

Do you have a question related to real estate or home ownership?  Please call 

Rick at (610)864-9872.   

 
 

 

           Home Repair Tips 

 

Reset a circuit breaker – find the tripped breaker in your service panel 

by opening the panel door and looking for the breaker switch that’s out of line 

with the others. It will be about midway between the ‘off” and “on” positions. 

Move the switch all the way to the “off” position, then back to “on”.  

 

Wrench size matters – when your open-end wrench is too big to fit a nut 

or bolt, grab a few coins, shove them into the gap between the wrench jaw and 

nut or bolt until you get a snug fit and presto! You’re good to go! 

 

Nail pops – nail pops happen when drywall nails or screws break through the 

surface. They’re usually caused by shrinking and swelling of the wall studs. 

Drive drywall screws (not nails) in the stud below and above the pop. If there’s 

puckering in the drywall, slice it out. Remove the popped nail or screw. Fill any 

depressions with joint compound.  Let dry, then coat again. Once the patch is 

flat, smooth with a 100-grit piece of sandpaper, then prime and paint.      

 

Do you have a tip you’d like to share? Please call/text me at (610)864-9872 or 

email me at Rick@ricksheppard.com and we’ll be happy to share your  

ingenuity with other homeowners!      
 

mailto:Rick@ricksheppard.com

